REVENUE COLLECTION EQUIPMENT

DUALPORT
Vaults

DUALPORT revenue collection equipment is designed for security and
reliability without compromise.
The Genfare DUALPORT revenue collection system keeps
collected money secure and untouched after the passenger
deposits it in the farebox, through transport in an armored
truck, until accounting or treasury personnel handle it in the
counting room. The system consists of a cashbox receiver
mounted on either a stationary or a mobile vault unit.
Both vaults feature an interlock system that protects
collected revenues from theft by requiring a secure
sequence of events and conditions.
With this sequence, the receiver module accepts the
locked cashbox, and, when secure, mechanically opens the
cashbox (inside the receiver). It then empties the contents
into a bin below. It keeps coins separate from bills in the bin
and then closes and locks the cashbox - allowing it to be
returned to the farebox.
Highlights:
·· Heavy-duty construction engineered for maximum durability
with minimum maintenance.
·· Employs exclusive farebox receiver for secure transfer of
currency from fare collection equipment to vault.
·· Fully mechanical operation (no electricity required).
·· Unaffected by EMI from bus equipment and other reaction
electrical equipment in vicinity.
·· Weather, oil and diesel fuel-resistant.
·· Stand-alone structures with no additional supports or
overhead enclosures required.
·· Options include security alarm hook-ups, electronic monitoring,
cashbox and bin ID system.
·· Modular construction simplifies repairs and permits easy, costefficient upgrading regardless of when units are purchased.
·· Designed to perform as part of a fully integrated system, the
vaults work with all generations of Genfare fareboxes from
CENTSaBILL and Transview to Odyssey® and Fast Fare®.

RESPONDING TO AGENCY SECURITY NEEDS

Why GENFARE vault equipment?
·· Special theft prevention interlock
system only operates when a specific
authorized sequence of events is
followed.
·· Heavy-duty reinforced steel mobile
bins can be safely moved by material
handling equipment even when filled
to capacity.
·· Separate storage chambers maintain
separation of coins and bills.
·· Optional security measures include
cashbox and bin ID system, electronic
monitoring and alarm connection.

Mobile Vault:

Stationary Vault:

CA PA C I T Y & W E I G H T

C A PAC I T Y & W E I G H T

		

Capacity		

Weight

Coins

$12,500

Empty

1,000 lbs.

		

Capacity		

Weight

Bills

$12,500

Full

2,200 lbs.

Coins

$10,000 		

Empty

460 lbs.

Total

$25,000 street money

Bills

$10,000

Full

1,200 lbs.

Total

$20,000 street money
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